BoonConnect

The continuous and trouble-free operation of a security door is vital. As managers and technicians
become busier, doors should become “smarter” to make long-term ownership and maintenance
as easy as possible. BoonConnect is an IP-enabled software platform provided with our Tourlock
180+90 security revolving door and Circlelock security portal that accelerates technical trouble
shooting and automation to bring door reliability to a whole new level.
BoonConnect is a web-based software platform designed
for use by facility managers and service that provides fas
ter technical resolutions, less overall downtime and therefore an increased ROI.

• Intuitive diagnostic and configuration tools
• Comprehensive door status
• Instant setting of security modes

Security Mode Setting

Current Door Status

The security mode of a Tourlock or Circlelock can be set
instantly to control use of the integrated access control
system. For example, the door can be set to require credentials to go into the secure area and no credentials to
exit (secure in, free out) or with credentials to exit (secure
in, secure out).

Upon logging into BoonConnect, you can immediately
see the product name, site location, serial number and
tracking of the last time accessed. In addition, the user
can see the total number of rotations or completed user
entries since the last service date, as well as the total
number of piggybacking / tailgating attempts and safety
sensor activations.

Service technicians can use a web-enabled device to
evaluate the door’s sensors, door wing alignment, motor,
logic controllor and drive system in real-time without
having to physically access the ceiling. Recent events can
also be viewed to troubleshoot any abnormal activity.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply:

21-26 VDC

Power Consumption
Stationary:

3.6 W (maximum)

Network Interface:

10/100 Mbps LAN

Ambient Temperature:

32°F to +113°F
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Boon Edam operates a policy of continuous refinement and improvement and therefore reserves the right to modify design and details at any time.

Technical Diagnostics and
Tuning Capabilities

